


Justification for Confidentiality of July 2001 Report: 
Big Bend Station 
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Rationale for Confidentiality: 

(1) Disclosure of the effective purchase price in Column G "would impair the efforts of Tampa 
Electric to contract for goods or services on favorable temis." Section 366.093(3)(d), FIa. 
Stat. Disclosure of the effective purchase price per ton would enable a competitor to "back 
into'' the segmented transportation cost using the publicly disclosed F.O.B. plant price for 
coal. This would be done by subtracting the effective purchase price per toil Er'oiii the F.O.B. 
plant price per toil at Big Bend Station, thereby revealing the temiinalling and ocean barge 
rate. Additional justification appears in Exhibit "A" and in paragraph ( I  ) of the rationale for 
confidentiality of Coluinn G of Form 423-2 (Big Bend Station). 

(2) Disclosure of the rail rate per ton would adversely affect the ability of Tanipa Electiic and its 
affiliates to negotiate favorable rail rates with the various railroads serving areas in the 
vicinity of Tampa Electric's coal suppliers. Disclosure of the rail rates paid would effectively 
eliminate any leverage and lead to higher rail rates. This would work to the ultimate 
detriment of Tampa Electric and its Custoniers. Accordingly, disclosure of this infomiation 
"would impair the efforts of Tampa Electric to contract for goods or services on favorable 
ternis." Section 366.093(3)(d), Fla. Stat, 

(3) These colunuis contained infoimation the disclosure of whch "would impair the efforts of 
Tampa Electric to contract for goods or seivices on favorable teimis." Section 366.093(3)(d), 
Fla. Stat. Each of these colu-iniis provides specific information on segmented transportation 
costs which are the primary objects of this request. Additional justification appears in Exhibit 
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